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Distribution companies all over the world are facing an increasingly 
dynamic and rapidly changing environment

Decarbonization

Aging 
Workforce

Aging 
Asset Base

Digitalization
Decentralization

Regulatory 
Pressure

… that impact the operational performance

CO2

Challenges & Drivers of change …

Reliability

Profitability

Safety

Compliance

Operational
Performance
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IDBC helps you to better understand these challenges and reveals 
industry best practices …

… uncovering leading practices
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IDBC does so by taking your company through 3 crucial phases …

The IDBC is the international learning platform for frontrunning distribution companies, sharing 

leading practices among member participants supported by comparative analysis

Assess Performance Knowledge Sharing Improve Performance

Comparative analysis of 
operational 
performance, trending 
industry topics and 
drivers of change

Learning from peers, 
sharing leading 
practices and business 
cases

Accelerate transition 
using business cases 
and lessons learned 
from peers
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1. Assess performance → IDBC offers a comprehensive comparative 
analysis of key performance areas

The assessment measures the impact of industry topics, innovations and drivers of change on the 
operational performance like profitability, reliability and safety 

ReliabilityProfitability Safety Compliance

Operational Performance

…

This “temperature check” provides key improvement areas and priorities 

in a structured and objective way.

Data analytics RES Grid AutomationSmart grids
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2. Knowledge sharing → Learn from leading practices & innovations, 
success stories & pitfalls of peers

Leading practices across the peer group are collected and shared providing a catalogue of insights 
and leading practices from high performing companies by practices research

Example business cases and leading practices of previous runs are listed in the appendix

Results conference designed for 
asset managers responsible for 
addressing opportunities and 
implementing improvement 
initiatives 

Establish leading practices 
correlations to performance results 
through service / productivity trade-
off analysis 

High performance is researched 
and translated into leading 
practices, lessons learned and 
business cases
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3. Improve performance →With gained internal insights and industry 
best practices, IDBC provides the basis for positive change 

Comparative diagnostics and benchmarks are used for target setting, gap analysis, process 
optimization, organization development, and in productive dialogue with governing boards and 
regulators

The combination of internal insights and external best practices, makes the IDBC a very effective 

way of setting targets for efficient change

Learn From Peers Gain Insights Demonstrate

Learn from leading 
practices, the success 
stories and pitfalls of 
peers

Gain insights in 
industry’s strategic 
direction, trends and 
innovations 

Use the results for 
target setting in your 
annual business 
planning

Demonstrate superior 
performance to board 
members, regulators, 
and other stakeholders

Target Setting
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Opinions from Participants:

By asking the right 
questions in the data 

pack, the IDBC makes it 
possible to compare 

DSO’s even when they are 
from different countries 

or continents

“Detailed discussion on unit costs of new 
connections helped us to question why 

we are doing what we are doing.”

“The IDBC data 
collection improves 

our data registration 
and data quality.”

“The IDBC is not your standard benchmark. 
Because of the community it creates followed 

by an insightful conference full of best practice 
insights, it is much more than that.”

“Sharing best practices during the IDBC 
conference is enriching our way of thinking.”

“The IDBC program works as a mirror for us. We 
deduct at least one major opportunity for 

improvement each study cycle. Participating 
companies support each other to compare practices 

and share experiences to improve performance.”

“The data collection is 
challenging, but it enables us 

to understand and improve our 
data better which helps us 

when the regulator has data 
requests.”

Previous Conference Locations: 

Brussels, Belgium - Helsinki, Finland - Utrecht, The Netherlands - Hasselt, Belgium

Key Benefits of the IDBC Learning Platform

“The IDBC helped us to gain a better 
understand regarding the wide 

variety of possibilities the energy 
transition provides.”
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TOTEX (OPEX+CAPEX)

: IDBC 2014

: IDBC 2016

Where would your company be on this graph?
We found how much the influence of certain
investments, in terms of CAPEX and OPEX, on the
quality of supply was.

All IDBC participants have similar – high – reliability
performance, becoming visible when comparing
SAIDI/SAIFI with industry data.

Examples of topics from the last IDBC cycle

Only DSOs with an above average performance are invited for the IDBC, creating a comparable and 
frontrunning peer group 

SA
ID

I

SAIFI

: industry data

: IDBC data

For many DSOs, smart meters is one of the major
reasons why CAPEX has gone up rapidly.

67 70

31

78

55 56

Total Smart MetersPilot Project vs TOTEX

We found how much % of TOTEX was spend on
Pilot Projects (over 3 years) and how these
influenced the energy transition

We found significant differences in
maintenance frequency and average costs
among companies for several components

The key insights ranged from high level (like OPEX, quality and performance) all the way down to
component level (like replacement ratio/reason of low voltage cables)

Avg Maintenance costs MV Cable
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Distribution Automation

: IDBC 2016
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What do companies do with IDBC insights?

• Improve network reliability by reducing the number 
and duration of interruptions

• Using smart grid and smart meter roadmaps 
designed by best practices 

• Prepare their network better for the impact of DER
(distributed energy resources) 

• Optimize maintenance strategies to lower costs and 
risk at the same time

• Optimize the financial expenditures in “New Build” 
and “Replacements” 

• Improve safety performance by creating a safety 
culture, and reporting structure

Results of the IDBC program were used by the participants to:
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UMS Group

Contact

Ed de Vroedt

Managing Director Benelux

IDBC program Director

UMS Group Europe B.V.

Amstel Business Park

Joop Geesinkweg 901-999

P.O. Box 94013

1090 GA Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Mobile: +31 6 1026 6162

Office: +31 20 5617033

Fax: +31 20 5616666

edevroedt@umsgroup.com

www.umsgroup.com


